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	Saving the Corporate Board: Why Boards Fail and How to Fix Them, 9780471433835 (0471433837), John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Ward reveals ten specific failings that are built into our boardroom model and provides real-world fixes to get boards back on track. Ward mixes tart, insightful analogies (what do boards have in common with volunteer fire departments, the U.S. electoral college . . . and Howard Hughes?) with proven nuts-and-bolts advice for putting any board back on track.
It looked like a disastrous failure . . . because it was.     

When the world gained its first real look into the corporate boardroom (via the scandals at Enron, Worldcom, Tyco, Global Crossing, etc.), we saw an antiquated, clueless, even corrupt bunch of amateurs, out of touch with the massive companies they were supposed to oversee. 

While the TV news and headlines focused on catastrophic failures in management, auditing, financial disclosure, and executive pay, we soon learned that all these failures could be tracked to the corporate boardroom. What can be done to fix this true crisis in corporate governance? 

Enter Ralph Ward, publisher of the influential online newsletter Boardroom INSIDER and editor of the international journal the Corporate Board. In his new book Saving the Corporate Board: Why Boards Fail and How to Fix Them, Ward reveals ten specific failings that are built into our boardroom model and provides real-world fixes to get boards back on track. Ward mixes tart, insightful analogies (what do boards have in common with volunteer fire departments, the U.S. electoral college . . . and Howard Hughes?) with proven nuts-and-bolts advice for putting any board back on track. 

Some of the boardroom ills he diagnoses– and prescribes treatment for–include:     

	Weak board leadership
	Poor data (and even worse delivery)
	Director isolation
	Clumsy board logistics 
	Inept board meetings


For each, Ward offers a sharp, but knowing look at the problem, and maps a blueprint to board best practices that restores board control and authority. Stripping the shroud of mystery from the corporate boardroom has exposed its flaws, but also provides us the opportunity to confront its problems and craft solutions. In Saving the Corporate Board, Ralph Ward rolls up his sleeves and offers a compelling model of solid corporate governance.
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GateIn CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 60 recipes for building portals with GateIn including user security, gadgets, and applications with frameworks


	Overview

	
		All you need to develop and manage a GateIn portal and all available portlets.
	
		Thorough detail on the internal architecture needed to use the components.
	...



		

Adobe Premiere Pro BibleVisual, 2003
The Adobe Premiere Pro Bible is for multimedia producers, Web designers, graphic designers, artists, filmmakers, and camcorder users—anyone interested in using his or her computer to create desktop video productions or to output desktop video to videotape, DVDs, or the Web. As you read through the Adobe Premiere Pro Bible, you’ll soon...

		

Beginning Windows 8Apress, 2012

	Windows 8 has been described by Microsoft as its ‘boldest’ Windows release ever. Beginning Windows 8 takes you through the new features and helps you get more out of the familiar to reveal the possibilities for this amazing new operating system.

	

	You will learn, with non-technical...





	

Any Time, Anywhere Computing: Mobile Computing Concepts and TechnologyKluwer Academic, 1999

	Mobile communications have permeated the globe in both business and social
	cultures. In only a few short years, Japan alone has had more than ten million
	subscribers enter the mobile market. Such explosive popularity is an indication
	of a strong commercial demand for communications in both the tethered and
	tetherless environments.
...

		

Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes provides a case-based approach to state-of-the-art evaluation and treatment of patients with common chronically painful conditions.  Offering strategies for rapidly evaluating and treating pain complaints by body region, this innovative title also provides patient educational handouts that explain the...


		

Dreamweaver CS5: Basic: ACA EditionAxzo Press, 2011


	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the

	software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on

	activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads

	you through these activities, you’ll learn the skills and concepts...
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